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Workshop Description 
 
This workshop provides an introduction to the Rorschach Performance Assessment System (R-
PAS), which is an approach to using the Rorschach that is based both on strong empirical 
support and on an appreciation of the task as providing an in vivo sample of perceptual and 
verbal problem solving behavior obtained in a standardized context. The latter allows for 
personality inferences to be based on observed performance rather than self-description. R-
PAS emphasizes scores where there is a clear link between the psychological processes 
associated with the perceptions and behaviors coded in the microcosm of the task and 
inferences about parallel psychological processes associated with the perceptions and 
behaviors that make up personality characteristics expressed in everyday behavior. In this 
workshop we focus on how R-PAS is a reliable, valid, useful, and manageable way of using the 
Rorschach internationally in applied practice. We also document how it provides incrementally 
valid information that complements self-reported characteristics to more fully understand 
patients and the problems that bring them for an assessment.  
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We start the workshop by briefly describing the scientific rationale and procedures for R-PAS, 
addressing administration; clarification; the selection, scoring, and computation of variables; 
form quality and perceptual accuracy; normative referencing; a standardized format to present 
the results; and interpretive inferences. Throughout this, we illustrate how the system is 
designed to address the legitimate criticisms that have identified limitations and problems with 
previous approaches to Rorschach-based assessment. We close the workshop by illustrating the 
practical features of R-PAS by applying the system to a clinical case. Throughout we provide 
time that allows for questions, comments, and discussion with those in attendance.  
 
This workshop should be useful for students, practitioners, instructors, supervisors, and 
personality assessment researchers. It should appeal to students, practitioners, instructors, and 
supervisors interested in learning how to more fully and accurately understand clients through 
multimethod clinical assessments that incorporate making careful inferences from valid, 
performance-based R-PAS scales. Similarly, it should appeal to researchers interested in more 
fully measuring personality and psychological functioning through multimethod assessments 
that have incremental validity over self-report methods. Attendees should have some 
familiarity with Rorschach-based assessment. The workshop largely will be didactic, with ample 
opportunity for questions and comments. 
 
Before attending, participants are strongly encouraged to read the first three chapters of the R-
PAS Manual (The Rorschach Performance Assessment System, Administration, Coding, 
Interpretation and Technical Manual, by Meyer, Viglione, Mihura, Erard, & Erdberg, 
2011).  After registering for the workshop a 10% discount code will be forwarded to participants 
so that they can order the Manual at www.r-pas.org.   
 
Attendees are also encouraged to register for an online R-PAS account. Registration is free and 
once registered, users have access to a variety of training resources and can purchase protocol 
scoring allocations and other products, including the Portable Form Quality Tables and Coding 
Guide, Hermann Rorschach’s Official Inkblots, Reference Sheet for R-PAS Administration, Color 
Location Charts, and Color Hand Scoring Forms. Workshop attendees with an account will be 
given one free protocol scoring allocation that will allow for the coding and processing of a 
protocol on r-pas.org.   
 

Learning Objectives 
 
1. Describe the basic empirical and conceptual foundation for variables in R-PAS.  
2. Summarize the value of "performance assessment" as a foundation for clinical interpretation.  
3. Explain why new normative reference standards improve clinical inferences.  
4. Implement standardized administration procedures that optimize the length of Rorschach 

protocols.  
5. Apply R-PAS interpretive procedures and guidelines to a case. 
 

http://www.r-pas.org/
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Schedule 
 
* There will be a 15 minute break in the morning and afternoon.  
 
Time   Objectives Covered  
8:30 am:  Registration 
9-10am:  Introduction R-PAS variables and their interpretation  
10-11am:  Administration and Clarification  
11-12:30pm:  Coding and Establishing Normative Benchmarks  
12:30-1:30pm:  LUNCH  
1:30-2pm:  Scoring program and Profile Pages  
2pm-3pm:  Case - Part I Principles and Procedures for Interpretation  
3pm-4pm:  Case - Part II Review of Domains and Variables  
4pm-5pm:  Case - Part III Summary Inferences 
 

Fees 
 
$200 for the day. Students and instructors may request a discount by contacting us at info@r-
pas.org. Students will be asked to provide proof of academic enrollment or an unofficial 
transcript; instructors will be asked to provide their course syllabus. Cancellation with a full 
refund is accepted up to October 15. 
 

Continuing Education Credit 
 
Participants in this program are eligible for 7 hours of continuing education credit. The program 
must be completed in its entirety to qualify for this credit (i.e., partial hours cannot be 
accommodated). CE Fee: There is an additional $15 charge to obtain a CE certificate. If you wish 
to receive CE, please select this option when registering.  
 
This program is co-sponsored by the Society for Personality Assessment (SPA) and R-PAS. SPA is 
approved by the American Psychological Association to offer continuing education for 
psychologists. SPA maintains responsibility for this program and its content. 
 

Skill Level of Participants 
 
Beginning; though prior experience with the Rorschach will be helpful. 
 

Presenters 
 

Gregory J. Meyer, Ph.D., is a Professor of Psychology at the University of Toledo, where he has 
been since 2003. Before this he was at the University of Alaska Anchorage and also the 
University of Chicago Medical Center, where he was the director of the inpatient and 
outpatient Psychological Assessment Service. He was the Editor of the Journal of Personality 

mailto:info@r-pas.org
mailto:info@r-pas.org
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Assessment from 2002 to 2013. His research focuses on psychological assessment, with an 
emphasis on the integration of personality assessment methods. Much of his work has 
addressed performance-based measures of implicit processes, most notably the Rorschach. He 
has made seminal contributions to the published literature in this area, as well as in 
psychometrics and assessment more generally. On four occasions the Society for Personality 
Assessment has given him Distinguished Contribution Awards for articles in the published 
literature. He is a Fellow of Division 5 (Evaluation, Measurement, & Statistics) of the American 
Psychological Association and of the Society for Personality Assessment. He is currently co-
editing a case book to be published by Guilford in 2016 entitled Applications of the Rorschach 
Performance Assessment System (R-PAS). 
 
Joni L. Mihura, Ph.D., is an associate professor in psychology at the University of Toledo, where 
she teaches personality assessment, an advanced assessment practicum, and 
psychodynamic/integrative therapy.  She obtained early career awards from the American 
Psychoanalytic Association and the Society for Personality Assessment (SPA). In the 
psychological assessment domain, she has published many articles and served on SPA’s Board 
of Trustees and on the editorial board for the Journal of Personality Assessment and 
Rorschachiana. She is one of the developers of a new Rorschach system – the Rorschach 
Performance Assessment System, on which she is editing a case book to be published by 
Guilford in 2016 entitled Applications of the Rorschach Performance Assessment System (R-
PAS). 
 

Registration 
 
Register online by following the link at www.r-pas.org.  
 
CANCELLATION: If you need to cancel, fees will be refunded until October 15. No refunds will be 
given for cancellations after that date.  
 
 

 

http://www.r-pas.org/

